Year 1 Theme

We have enjoyed printing our own toy designs in the style of Andy Warhol.

We designed and made our own grabber toys using a moving mechanism.

We investigated what plants need to survive and grow by growing our own bean plants.

We have learned about toys from the past and compared them to modern toys.

We identified the different types of plants and trees in the local area.
This term we have read lots of different versions of the traditional story ‘Jack and the Beanstalk.’

The children have written their own story maps and used this to act out the story in the role play area.

We have been learning how to make our writing more interesting by using adjectives.

Year 1 English

We have learnt how imperative verbs can be very bossy!
Year 1 Maths

In maths, we have been solving word problems through addition and subtraction.

We have been measuring length and height using non-standard and standard measures.

We have been naming 2D and 3D shapes; grouping them according to their properties and recognising patterns.

We have been learning about the place value of numbers up to 40.